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Forward-backward eccentricity and participant-plane angle fluctuations and their

influences on longitudinal dynamics of collective flow
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We argue that the transverse shape of the fireball created in heavy ion collision is controlled
by event-by-event fluctuations of the eccentricity vectors for the forward-going and backward-going

wounded nucleons: ǫ⃗Fn ≡ ǫFne
inΦ

∗F
n and ǫ⃗Bn ≡ ǫBne

inΦ
∗B
n . Due to the asymmetric energy deposition

of each wounded nucleon along its direction of motion, the eccentricity vector of the produced
fireball is expected to interpolate between ǫ⃗Fn and ǫ⃗Bn along the pseudorapidity, and hence exhibits
sizable forward-backward(FB) asymmetry (ǫBn ≠ ǫFn) and/or FB-twist (Φ∗Fn ≠ Φ∗Bn ). A transport
model calculation shows that these initial state longitudinal fluctuations for n = 2 and 3 survive the
collective expansion, and result in similar FB asymmetry and/or a twist in the final state event-
plane angles. These novel EbyE longitudinal flow fluctuations should be accessible at RHIC and
the LHC using the event-shape selection technique proposed in earlier papers. If these effects are
observed experimentally, it could improve our understanding of the initial state fluctuations, particle
production and collective expansion dynamics of the heavy ion collision.

PACS numbers: 25.75.Dw

I. INTRODUCTION

Relativistic heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and the LHC
produce a quark-gluon fireball, whose shape is lumpy and
asymmetric in the transverse plane [1]. The fireball ex-
pands under large pressure gradients, which transfer the
inhomogenous initial condition into azimuthal anisotropy
of produced particles in momentum space [2, 3]. Hydro-
dynamic models are used to understand the space-time
evolution of the fireball from the measured azimuthal
anisotropy [4–6]. The success of these models in describ-
ing the anisotropy of particle production in heavy-ion
collisions at RHIC and the LHC [7–13] places important
constraints on the transport properties and initial condi-
tions of the produced matter [14–19].

When describing the dynamics of the fireball in az-
imuthal angle φ, it is convenient to parameterize both
the initial shape and final state anisotropy of the fireball
in terms of a Fourier decomposition. Various shape com-
ponents of the fireball are described by the eccentricities
ǫn and participant-plane (PP) angle Φ∗n, calculated from
transverse positions (r, φ) of the participating nucleons
relative to their center of mass [3, 15]:

ǫ⃗n ≡ ǫneinΦ
∗

n ≡ −
⟨rneinφ⟩
⟨rn⟩

. (1)

The azimuthal anisotropy in the distribution of produced
particles is expressed as:

dN/dφ∝ 1 + 2
∞

∑
n=1

vn cosn(φ −Φn) , (2)

∗Correspond to jjia@bnl.gov

where vn and Φn represent the magnitude and phase (re-
ferred to as the event plane or EP) of the nth-order har-
monic flow. They are also written in a compact form:

v⃗n ≡ vneinΦn . (3)

According to hydrodynamic model calculations, elliptic
flow v⃗2 and triangular flow v⃗3 are the dominant harmon-
ics, and they are driven mainly by the ellipticity vec-
tor ǫ⃗2 and triangularity vector ǫ⃗3 of the initially pro-
duced fireball [20, 21]. The origin of higher-order (n > 3)
harmonics is more complicated; they arise from both ǫ⃗n
and final state non-linear mixing of lower-order harmon-
ics [19, 21, 22].

The connection between initial shape of the fireball and
its final state harmonic flow is also applicable in the lon-
gitudinal direction. Although the rapidity distributions
of the particle multiplicity exhibits forward-backward
(FB) symmetry and boost-invariance near mid-rapidity
when averaging over many events, this is not necessar-
ily the case on an event-by-event (EbyE) basis [23, 24]:
Particles in the forward (backward) rapidity are prefer-
ably produced by the participants in the forward-going
(backward-going) nucleus, and the number of forward-
going and backward-going participating nucleons are not
the same in a given event, NF

part ≠ NB
part [25] 1. Indeed,

extensive analyses of experimental data [26, 27] reveal a
strong FB-asymmetry in the particle production in pseu-
dorapidity η [23, 28, 29].

In this work, we generalize the EbyE FB-asymmetry
idea to the study of the rapidity fluctuations and event-
plane decorrelation of harmonic flow. We first note that

1 Responsible also for the FB-asymmetry of the multiplicity dis-
tribution in p+A collisions.
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eccentricity vectors can be calculated separately for the
two colliding nuclei from their respective participants via

Eq. 1: ǫ⃗Fn ≡ ǫFne
inΦ∗F

n and ǫ⃗Bn ≡ ǫBne
inΦ∗B

n . This together
with the asymmetric energy deposition of participating
nucleons suggests that the transverse shape of the ini-
tially produced fireball at the time of the thermalization
but before the onset of the hydrodynamics should be a
strong function of η. Consequently, the eccentricity vec-
tor that drives the evolution of the whole system, ǫ⃗totn ,
should also depend on η. The value of ǫ⃗totn (η) is ex-
pected to interpolate between ǫ⃗Fn at forward rapidity and
ǫ⃗Bn at the backward rapidity, and is equal to ǫ⃗n only at
mid-rapidity. Just as NF

part ≠ NB
part being the origin of

FB multiplicity fluctuations, FB fluctuations of the ec-
centricities and PP angles, i.e. ǫFn ≠ ǫBn and Φ∗Fn ≠ Φ∗Bn
in an event, are expected to give rise to significant the
fluctuations of ǫ⃗totn (η) as a function of pesudorapidity. If
we define

Aǫn =
ǫBn − ǫFn
ǫBn + ǫFn

(4)

ANpart
=

NB
part −NF

part

NB
part +NF

part

(5)

to characterize the FB eccentricity and multiplicity asym-
metries, then it is easy to show that Aǫn ≫ ANpart

in
Pb+Pb or Au+Au collisions. Furthermore, the twist an-
gle, Φ∗Fn −Φ∗Bn , is also quite large, especially in very cen-
tral and peripheral collisions where the shape fluctuations
are large. Similar twist effects have been studied previ-
ously [30, 31] and are found to survive the hydrodynamic
evolution [30].
The FB eccentricity vector fluctuations are generic

initial state long-range effects, and should be present
as long as the particle production for each participat-
ing nucleon exhibit FB asymmetry. Since the hydro-
dynamic response to eccentricity vectors are known to
be linear for elliptic flow and triangular flow, these FB
eccentricity fluctuations should result in η-dependent
flow with strong EbyE variations: v⃗2(η) ∝ ǫ⃗tot2 (η) and
v⃗3(η) ∝ ǫ⃗tot3 (η). They should also lead to a new class
of phenomena not yet explored experimentally, such as
FB-asymmetry of harmonic flow, event-shape twist and
non-trivial η-dependent mode-mixing effects [31–33]. Re-
cently, measurements of two-particle correlations in high-
multiplicity p+Pb and d+Au collisions suggest that hy-
drodynamic behavior may also be present in these small
collision systems [34–36]. It would be interesting to study
the longitudinal collective dynamics in these collisions,
where FB eccentricity vector fluctuations are expected
to be much bigger than for A+A collisions.
In this paper, we present a study of the FB ec-

centricity vector fluctuations and their influence on
the rapidity fluctuations and event-plane decorrelations
of harmonic flow. Our intention is not to perform
an exhaustive study over the full parameter space in
Npart,N

F
part,N

B
part, ǫn, ǫ

F
n , ǫ

B
n ,Φ

∗
n,Φ

∗F
n ,Φ∗Bn . Instead, we

focus our attention on several classes of events with spe-

cific characteristics in these parameters and study vn(η)
and Φn(η) in the final state. Such event-shape selection
technique [31, 33, 37] has the advantage of exposing cer-
tain aspect of the initial geometry fluctuations, and the
signal remains large and easy to interpret after an ensem-
ble average. We perform these studies using the AMPT
transport model [38], which contains both FB eccentric-
ity fluctuations and collective flow.

The structure of the paper is as follows. The next
section presents a simple model, which establishes the
magnitudes and general trends of flow fluctuations along
η. Section III discusses the classification of event shape
in the AMPT model and introduces the relevant experi-
mental observables. Sections IV and V present the results
of vn(η) and event plane Φn(η) for several event classes.
This paper ends with a discussion of the implication of
these results and a conclusion.

II. A SIMPLE MODEL

A simple model is used to describe the FB asymmetry
in the shape of the initial fireball and how this asymme-
try affects the flow harmonics. The model is based on
a wounded-nucleon model [25] and an independent emis-
sion picture [30], where the energy density profile and
particle production along pseudorapidity in one event are
related to the density profile of participating nucleons in
each nuclei:

ρ(x, y, η) = fF(η)ρF(x, y) + fB(η)ρB(x, y) (6)

dN/dη ∝ fF(η)NF
part + f

B(η)NB
part . (7)

Here the fF(η) or fB(η) is the normalized emission func-
tion of one forward-going or backward-going wounded nu-
cleon (∫ fF(η)dη = 1 and ∫ fB(η)dη = 1), and fF(η) =
fB(−η) for symmetric collision system. One example
emission function derived from RHIC data can be found
in Ref. [28]. The distributions ρB and ρF are den-
sity profiles of participating nucleons in the two nuclei:

∫ ρF(x, y)dxdy = NF
part and ∫ ρB(x, y)dxdy = NB

part.

The shape of transverse density profile just after the
collisions, when most entropy has been produced but be-
fore onset of hydrodynamics, should be η dependent. Ac-
cording to Eq. 6, this η-dependent profile in a given event
is naturally related to the eccentricity vectors of the two
colliding nuclei:

ǫ⃗totn (η) ≈ α(η)ǫ⃗
F
n + (1 − α(η))ǫ⃗

B
n ≡ ǫ

tot
n (η)e

inΦ∗tot
n
(η). (8)
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FIG. 1: Schematic illustration of the forward-backward fluc-
tuation of second-order eccentricity and participant plane, in
transverse plane (a) and along rapidity direction (b) in A+A
collisions. The dashed-lines indicate the particle production
profiles for forward-going and backward-going participants,
fF(η)NF

part and fB(η)NB
part, respectively.

where 2

α(η) =
fF(η)NF

part⟨rn⟩F

fF(η)NF
part⟨rn⟩F + fB(η)NB

part⟨rn⟩B
, (9)

is the η dependent weighing factor for forward-going par-
ticipating nucleons. The value of α is determined by the
emission profiles, but also depends on the number and the
transverse profile of participating nucleons in each nuclei
via Npart and ⟨rn⟩. It is easy to see that α(−∞) = 0
and α(∞) = 1, and it’s value fluctuates EbyE around 1/2
at mid-rapidity for a symmetric collision system, hence
ǫ⃗totn (0) ≈ ǫ⃗n.
Figure 1 illustrates the origin of the η-dependence of

the eccentricity implied by Eq. 8, which is the main idea
of this paper. Several conclusions can be drawn from this
equation. First, if harmonic flow at a given η is driven
by the corresponding eccentricity vector at the same η,
which is a reasonable assumption for n = 2 and 3 [20, 21],

2 The center-of-mass of the participants in the two nuclei in general
can be different, leading to a correction to Eq. 8 around mid-
rapidity. This correction can be significant for ǫ⃗2 (Fig. 4 (a)
and Appendix A) or when N

F
part or N

B
part are small, such as

in peripheral collisions or asymmetric collisions. This effect is
ignored in this discussion.

we should expect the following relation to hold:

v⃗n(η) ≈ cn(η) [α(η)ǫ⃗Fn + (1 − α(η))ǫ⃗Bn]
+δ⃗geon (η) + δ⃗dynn (η) , (10)

where the cn(η) is the hydrodynamic response function,

and the three additional terms in the form of δ⃗n = δne
inσn

represent additional initial or final state effects. The term
δ⃗geon (η) represents additional geometric effects not ac-
counted for by the eccentricity, such as the details in the
radial distribution of the energy density profile [15, 39]
and the difference from an alternative definition of ec-
centricity [20]. The last term δ⃗dynn represents additional
dynamical fluctuations [40, 41] generated during the hy-
drodynamic evolution and hadronization.
Secondly, ǫ⃗Fn and ǫ⃗Bn fluctuate strongly event to event,

both in their magnitude and orientation. If ǫFn ≠ ǫ
B
n , the

distributions of flow coefficients vn(η) are expected to
show strong forward-backward asymmetry. Similarly, if
Φ∗Fn ≠ Φ

∗B
n , the event-plane angle Φn is expected to rotate

gradually from backward rapidity to the forward rapid-
ity. However since α(η) is a non-linear function, these
changes may also not be linear, especially when NF

part

and NB
part values are very different such as in Cu+Au or

p+Pb collisions.
A simple monte-carlo Glauber model [42] is used to

estimate the FB eccentricity fluctuations in Pb+Pb col-
lisions. The results as a function ofNpart are summarized
in Fig. 2. The values of ǫF2 and ǫB2 are found to be always
larger than ǫ2 over the full centrality range (Figure 2(a)),
and this difference is due to the fact that the center-of-
mass of the wounded nucleons in each nucleus is not at
the center of the overlap region but is shifted towards
the center of the corresponding nucleus (see discussion
in Appendix A). In contrast, the values of ǫF3 and ǫB3 are
similar to ǫ3.
The eccentricity vectors also exhibit a large FB asym-

metry in their magnitude (Aǫn in Figure 2 (c)) and a siz-
able twist (Figure 2 (d)). The asymmetry and the twist
are nearly independent of centrality for n = 3, but they
are much smaller for n = 2 in mid-central and periph-
eral collisions, reflecting the alignment of ǫ⃗F2 and ǫ⃗B2 to
the almond shape of the overlap region. In most central
collisions, however, the width of the Aǫn and twist angle
for n = 2 are comparable to that for n = 3, reflecting a
strong decorrelation between ǫ⃗F2 and ǫ⃗B2 due to the domi-
nance of random fluctuations. According to Eq. 10, these
FB asymmetry and twist should affect the longitudinal
dynamics of harmonic flow.
What we described so far are generic long-range initial

state effects, which should be present as long as parti-
cle production associated with each wounded nucleon is
not symmetric in the beam direction around the colli-
sion point. These effects are naturally included in any
hydrodynamic models or transport models that includes
realistic longitudinal dynamics. In the following, we de-
scribe a simulation analysis using the AMPT model [38],
and demonstrate that these initial state effects are indeed
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FIG. 2: The ellipticity (panel (a)) and triangularity (panel
(b)) calculated for all participating nucleons (filled circles)
and using only forward-going participating nucleons (open
circles). Panel (c) shows the RMS width of the FB asym-
metry parameters defined in Eqs. 4-5 and panel (d) shows
the RMS width of the twist angle between the eccentricity
vectors of the two nuclei. The dotted-line indicate the value
expected for flat twist distribution. All quantities are shown
as a function of Npart.

the main sources of longitudinal fluctuation of harmonic
flow.

III. SIMULATION WITH THE AMPT MODEL

The “a multi-phase transport model” (AMPT) [38] has
been used frequently to study the higher-order vn associ-
ated with ǫn [43–45]. It combines the initial fluctuating
geometry based on the Glauber model from HIJING and
the final state interaction via a parton and hadron trans-
port model, with the collective flow generated mainly
by the partonic transport. The initial condition of the
AMPT model contains significant longitudinal fluctua-
tions that can influence the collective dynamics [33, 46–
48]. The model simulation is performed with the string-
melting mode with a total partonic cross-section of 1.5
mb and strong coupling constant of αs = 0.33 [44]. This
setup has been shown to reproduce the experimental pT
spectra and vn data at RHIC and the LHC [44, 49].
The AMPT data used in this study is generated for

b = 8 fm Pb+Pb collisions at LHC energy of
√
sNN = 2.76

TeV. A fraction of the particles in each event are divided
into three subevents along η, −6 < η < −4, −1 < η < 1 and
4 < η < 6, as shown in Fig. 3, labelled as B, M and F. The

FIG. 3: The η-ranges of three subevents (B,M,F) for calculat-
ing flow vector q⃗n = qneinΨn via Eq. 11. They cover the pseu-
dorapidity ranges of −6 < η < −4 (backward or B), −1 < η < 1
(middle or M) and 4 < η < 6 (forward or F). The results in
this section (Sec. III) are obtained using all particles in their
respective η ranges. But event planes used in Sec. V are ob-
tained using half of the particles, to allow the measurement
of the flow harmonics over the full η range.

raw flow vector in each subevent is calculated as:

q⃗n = qne
inΨn

=
1

Σw
(Σ(w cosnφ), iΣ(w sinnφ)) , (11)

where the weight w is chosen as the pT of each particle
and Ψn is the measured event-plane angle. Due to finite
number effects, Ψn smears around the true event-plane
angle Φn. If the FB eccentricity fluctuation is the source
of rapidity fluctuation of harmonic flow, then we expect
q⃗Fn to be more correlated with ǫ⃗Fn, q⃗Bn to be more cor-
related with ǫ⃗Bn and q⃗Mn to be more correlated with ǫ⃗n.

In each generated event, the following quantities
are calculated for n = 2 and 3: eccentricity quan-
tities ǫn, ǫ

F
n, ǫ

B
n ,Φ

∗
n,Φ

∗F
n ,Φ∗Bn , (qFn ,ΨF

n) for subevent F,(qBn ,ΨB
n) for subevent B and (qMn ,ΨM

n ) for subevent M, a
total of 24 quantities. We also define the FB eccentricity
difference, as well as the twist angles between FB par-
ticipant planes, the raw event planes and the true event
planes as:

∆ǫFBn = ǫFn − ǫ
B
n

∆Φ∗FBn = Φ∗Fn −Φ
∗B
n

∆ΨFB
n = ΨF

n −Ψ
B
n

∆ΦFB
n = ΦF

n −Φ
B
n . (12)

The twist angles are often represented as n∆Φ∗FBn ,
n∆ΨFB

n or n∆ΦFB
n such that their periods are always

2π.
Figure 4 summarizes the FB correlations between ec-

centricity vectors and the flow vectors, together with the
corresponding correlation coefficients. A positive correla-
tion is observed between ǫF2 and ǫB2 in Fig. 4(a), and they
both are also positively correlated with ǫ2 (not shown).
The PP angles Φ∗F2 and Φ∗B2 are not perfectly aligned
(Fig. 4(b)). The width of 2(Φ∗F2 −Φ∗B2 ) is about 0.21 ra-
dian for top 10% of events with largest ǫ2 and increases
to 0.70 radian for the bottom 10% of events with small-
est ǫ2. Thus significant FB asymmetry and twist in the
ellipticity are expected for most of the events.
Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show the correlation of ǫF2 with qF2

and qB2 , respectively. The correlation is stronger between
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FIG. 4: Correlation of ǫB2 vs. ǫF2 (a), 2∆Φ∗FB
2 vs. ǫ2 (b), ǫF2

vs. qF2 (c), ǫF2 vs. qB2 (d), 2∆Φ∗FB
2 vs. 2∆ΨFB

2 (e), and ǫF2 − ǫF2
vs. 2∆Φ∗FB

2 (f) for AMPT Pb+Pb events with b = 8 fm. The
bars around the circles in panel-(b) indicates the RMS width
of 2∆Φ∗FB

2 at given ǫ2 value, and the four regions delineated
by the boxes in panel-(f) indicate the cuts for the four event
classes defined in Table I. The numbers in some panels indi-
cates the correlation coefficients of the distributions.

ǫF2 and qF2 than that between ǫF2 and qB2 , suggesting that
the elliptic flow in the forward-rapidity is driven more
by the ellipticity of the forward-going Pb nucleus (and
vice versa). This is expected since the forward particle
production arises preferably from forward-going partici-
pating nucleons. Figure 4(e) shows that the angles be-
tween the participant planes are strongly correlated with
the raw event planes, suggesting that the twist in the
initial state geometry is converted into twist in the final
collective flow between the forward and the backward
pseudorapidity.
Identical studies are also performed for the triangular-

ity and triangular flow in Fig. 5. The features are qualita-
tively similar to those shown in Fig. 4, except that most
forward-backward correlations are significantly weaker,
as ǫ⃗F3 and ǫ⃗F3 are both dominated by random fluctuations.
In particular, the distribution of twist angle 3(Φ∗F3 −Φ∗B3 )
is much broader than that of 2(Φ∗F2 −Φ∗B2 ) in Fig. 4(b).
In fact, Φ∗F3 and Φ∗B3 are nearly out-of-phase for events
selected with small ǫ3 (the lower 30% of events). This
large twist is the dominating source of the decorrelation
of triangular flow observed in previous studies [31, 50].
Given the rich patterns of the FB eccentricity and PP-

angle fluctuations shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the plan of
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FIG. 5: Correlation of ǫB3 vs. ǫF3 (a), 3∆Φ∗FB
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3 (f) for AMPT Pb+Pb events with b = 8 fm. The
bars around the circles in panel-(b) indicates the RMS width
of 3∆Φ∗FB

3 at given ǫ3 value, and the four regions delineated
by the boxes in panel-(f) indicate the cuts for the four event
classes defined in Table I. The numbers in some panels indi-
cates the correlation coefficients of the distributions.

this paper is not to perform an exhaustive study of the
collective response of all possible configurations of the
initial geometry. Instead, we focus on several representa-
tive classes of events and study how their specific initial
state configurations influence the v⃗n(η) values in the final
state. Four event classes are defined separately for ellip-
ticity and triangularity in Table I by cutting on ∆ǫ∗FBn

and n∆Φ∗FBn , they are also indicated visually in Fig. 4
(f) for n = 2 and Fig. 5(f) for n = 3. The “type1” events
have nearly identical initial shape between the two nu-
clei, i.e. (ǫFn,Φ∗Fn ) ≈ (ǫBn ,Φ∗Bn ). The “type2” events have
similar PP angles but very asymmetric eccentricity val-
ues, i.e Φ∗Fn ≈ Φ∗Bn and ǫFn > ǫBn . The “type3” events
have similar eccentricity values but large twist between
the two nuclei, i.e. ǫFn ≈ ǫ

B
n and Φ∗Fn > Φ

∗B
n . The “type4”

events have large twist angle as well as very asymmetric
eccentricity values. Each class contains at least 1.5% of
the total event statistics, so they represent some typical
events with very different initial condition.

In order to study the rapidity fluctuation of harmonic
flow, we need to calculate the Fourier coefficients for fi-
nal state particles relative to a nth-order reference plane
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event classes in ellipticity

Cuts ⟨ǫF2 ⟩ ⟨ǫB2 ⟩
type1 ∣2∆Φ∗FB

2 ∣ < 0.05, ∣∆ǫFB
2 ∣ < 0.02 0.4

type2 ∣2∆Φ∗FB
2 ∣ < 0.05,∆ǫFB

2 > 0.125 0.456 0.282

type3 2∆Φ∗FB
2 > 0.5, ∣∆ǫFB

2 ∣ < 0.03 0.314

type4 2∆Φ∗FB
2 > 0.5,∆ǫFB

2 > 0.125 0.386 0.197

event classes in triangularity

Cuts ⟨ǫB3 ⟩ ⟨ǫB3 ⟩
type1 ∣3∆Φ∗FB

3 ∣ < 0.15, ∣∆ǫFB
3 ∣ < 0.02 0.182

type2 ∣3∆Φ∗FB
3 ∣ < 0.15,∆ǫFB

3 > 0.125 0.293 0.126

type3 3∆Φ∗FB
3 > 1.5, ∣∆ǫFB

3 ∣ < 0.02 0.112

type4 3∆Φ∗FB
3 > 1.5,∆ǫFB

3 > 0.125 0.246 0.0686

TABLE I: The four classes of events selected on n∆Φ∗FB
n =

n(Φ∗Fn − Φ∗Bn ) and ∆ǫFB
n = ǫFn − ǫBn for n = 2 (top half) and

n = 3 (bottom half). The corresponding average eccentricity
values for the two colliding Pb nuclei are also listed.

angle Θn in each event:

vcn(η) = ⟨cosn (φ(η) −Θn)⟩
vsn(η) = ⟨sinn (φ(η) −Θn)⟩
vn(η) = √(vcn(η))2 + (vsn(η))2

tan [n∆Φrot
n (η)] = ⟨sinn (φ(η) −Θn)⟩⟨cosn (φ(η) −Θn)⟩ =

vsn(η)
vcn(η) .(13)

where the average is over all particles at η in the event,
and n∆Φrot

n (η) is the η-dependent twist of the final state
particles relative to Θn. The angle Θn is chosen as one
of the participant-plane angles Θn ∈ {Φ∗Fn ,Φ∗Bn ,Φ∗n}, or
the truth event-plane angle in one of three subevents,
Θn ∈ {ΦF

n,Φ
B
n ,Φ

M
n }. In general, the Fourier coefficients

may not be the same between the participant plane and
event plane, especially if Φ∗Fn ≠ Φ∗Bn or the δ⃗n terms in
Eq. 10 are important.
The quantities in Eq. 13 in principle contains the com-

plete information of the harmonic flow in one event, and
they can be calculated precisely in an EbyE full 3+1D
hydrodynamic simulation. But the calculation is not pos-
sible in the actual experiment since the number of parti-
cles in one event is finite. Instead, the averages in Eq. 13
have to be performed over an ensemble, which is typically
chosen as all events in one centrality class in previous flow
analyses. But since the probability of events with posi-
tive twist and negative twist are identical, the sine com-
ponent always cancels out, vsn(η) = 0, while the cosine
component vcn is unaffected. Hence the results averaged
over events in a centrality class always underestimate the
true flow amplitudes, and the twist leads to a decrease
of measured vn = v

c
n in η away from the reference plane

(first observed in Ref. [31], but see also Figure 10).
To directly expose the influence of the twist, events in

an ensemble must be selected to preferably rotate in one
direction, such as the “type3” and “type4” events in Ta-
ble I. For these “helicity”-selected ensembles, the event-

averaged twist angle as a function of η can be measured
with Eq.13, where the average is now performed over
all particles at η in one event, then over all events in
the ensemble. We emphasize that there could be other
sources of EbyE twist associated with the δ⃗n terms in
Eq.10. If these sources are orthogonal to event selection
criteria, i.e. probabilities for positive twist and negative
twist from these sources are the same, they would not
contribute to vsn(η) after event-average, and hence the
measurements generally underestimate the true flow sig-
nal.
In order to obtain the Fourier coefficients associated

with the true event plane, the vc,rawn and vs,rawn measured
relative to raw event plane need to be corrected by a
resolution factor determined via a standard method [10]
(with the caveat discussed in Appendix B):

vcn(η) = vc,rawn (η)
Res{nΨn} , vsn(η) = vs,rawn (η)

Res{nΨn} . (14)

This correction changes the sine and cosine coefficients
by the same amount, hence the twist angle relative to
the event plane can be obtained directly from the raw
Fourier coefficients as [31]:

tan [n∆Φrot
n (η)] = vs,rawn

v
c,raw
n

. (15)

Due to the presence of the δ⃗geon (η) and δ⃗dynn terms in
Eq. 10, the participant-plane angles may also fluctuate
randomly around the true event plane (observed in EbyE
hydrodynamics calculations [17, 20]), and correction fac-
tors similar to Eq. 14 are also needed. These corrections
are assumed to be small and are neglected in this paper.
In the following section, we first discuss the vn(η) and

n∆Φrot
n (η) results obtained from the three participant

planes Φ∗Fn ,Φ∗Bn , and Φ∗n in each event class. These re-
sults provide clear understanding on how the flow har-
monics after collective response in AMPT correlates with
specific choices of initial geometry characterized by ǫ⃗Fn,
ǫ⃗Bn and ǫ⃗n. We then discuss results obtained using the
three event planes ΨF

n,Ψ
B
n , and ΨM

n and compare with
the participant plane results. This comparison allow us
to quantify how well the calculations based on the exper-
imental method reproduce the true correlation with the
initial geometry.

IV. RESULTS BASED ON PARTICIPANT

PLANES

Figure 6 shows the elliptic (left) and triangular (right)
flow harmonics for events selected with the “type1” cri-
teria in Table I. The values of vs2 and vs3 are consistent
with zero. The values of vc2 and vc3 are symmetric around
η = 0, and they are nearly identical between the three
participant planes. These behaviors are expected since
the initial geometry of the “type1” events are symmetric
between the forward-going and backward-going nuclei.
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FIG. 6: The vcn(η) (top row) and vsn(η) (second row) relative
to the reference angle taken as one of the three participant
planes. They are obtained for “type1” events for n = 2 (left
column) and n = 3 (right column).
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FIG. 7: The vcn(η) (top row) and vsn(η) (second row) relative
to the reference angle taken as one of the three participant
planes. They are obtained for “type2” events for n = 2 (left
column) and n = 3 (right column).

Figure 7 shows the flow harmonics for events selected
with the “type2” criteria in Table I. The values of vs2
and vs3 are consistent with zero, reflecting the require-
ment that Φ∗Fn ≈ Φ

∗B
n . However the values of vc2 and vc3

are significantly larger in the forward η than the back-
ward η. This apparent asymmetry is attributed to the
requirement that ǫFn > ǫ

B
n .

Figure 8 shows the flow harmonics for events selected
with the “type3” criteria in Table I. The FB eccentric-
ity vectors in these events have similar magnitudes, but
are twisted relative to each other. This initial twist
leads to significant nonzero vsn(η) values. The extracted
twist angle n∆Φrot

n (η) is found to vary linearly from
the backward to the forward pseudorapidity. Significant
FB asymmetry is also observed for vcn(η) calculated rel-
ative to Φ∗Fn and Φ∗Bn . This asymmetry is especially
large for triangular flow, reflected by an apparent sign
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FIG. 8: The vcn(η) (top row), vsn(η) (second row), rotation

angle n∆Φrot
n (third row) and vn =

√
(vcn)2 + (vsn)2 (bottom

row) relative to the reference angle taken as one of the three
participant planes. They are obtained via Eq. 15 for “type3”
events for n = 2 (left column) and n = 3 (right column).

flip at the two ends of the η range. The truth flow
magnitudes obtained by including the sine component,

vn =
√(vcn)2 + (vsn)2, are nearly symmetric in η, consis-

tent with the condition ǫFn ≈ ǫ
B
n .

Figure 8 also shows that the v3(η) values depend
strongly on the choice of the reference plane: the val-
ues are largest for Φ∗F3 at η > 4, Φ∗3 at η ≈ 0, and Φ∗B3 at
η < −4. This is because Φ∗tot3 (η) is close to Φ∗F3 for η > 4,
close to Φ∗3 for η ≈ 0, and close to Φ∗B3 for η < −4. These
behaviors suggest that when the twist angles are large
(they are nearly out-of-phase for n = 3), the three partic-
ipant planes are only a good approximation of Φ∗tot3 (η)
of Eq. 10 over a limited η range.
Figure 9 shows the flow harmonics for events selected

with the “type4” criteria in Table I. The flow coefficients
have similar properties with those in Fig. 8, except that
they have strong FB asymmetries due to ǫFn ≫ ǫBn . For
the same reason, the flow coefficients and the twist angles
for Φ∗n are similar with those for Φ∗Fn . The influence of ǫ⃗Bn
is significant only in the very backward rapidity (η < −4),
reflected by the sharp drop of ∆Φrot

n (η) in Fig. 9(f).
Once we understand the behavior of vn in the four
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FIG. 9: The vcn(η) (top row), vsn(η) (second row), rotation

angle n∆Φrot
n (third row) and vn =

√
(vcn)2 + (vsn)2 (bottom

row) relative to the reference angle taken as one of the three
participant planes. They are obtained via Eq. 15 for “type4”
events for n = 2 (left column) and n = 3 (right column).

event classes discussed above, it is straightforward to dis-
cuss the influence of the FB eccentricity and PP angle
fluctuations on the flow harmonics for all events without
any selection cuts, as shown in Fig. 10. The vsn values
vanish since the probabilities for positive and negative
twist are the same. The vcn values at given η show a
characteristic hierarchy between the results for the three
participant planes: they are largest for Φ∗Fn in the for-
ward rapidity, for Φ∗n in the mid-rapidity, and for Φ∗Bn in
the backward-rapidity, respectively. For triangular flow,
the strong η-dependence and large spread between the
results for the three participant planes are due to the
large EbyE twist between ǫ⃗F3 and ǫ⃗B3 (see Figs. 2 and 5).
Similar hierarchy is also seen for elliptic flow but the dif-
ferences are much smaller. If these decorrelation effects
are important in the data, one would expect the v3 results
measured relative to the forward event plane to differ sig-
nificantly from those measured relative to the backward
event plane. Previous experimental analyses [7–13] haven
not observed such effects possibly because of the use of
η-symmetric event planes.

Figure 10(a) also shows a small but visible double peak
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FIG. 10: The vcn(η) (top row) and vsn(η) (second row) relative
to the reference angle taken as one of the three participant
planes for n = 2 (left column) and n = 3 (right column). No
selection cuts have been applied for these events.

structure at η ≈ ±2 in the vc2(η) distributions. This fea-

ture is simply due to ǫ
F/B
2 > ǫ2 (see Fig. 2 (a)), which

slightly pushes up the vc2(η) at η ± 2 where the emis-

sion function fF/B(η) (Eq. 9 and Fig. 1) reaches maxi-
mum. Because of this, vc2(η) distribution is expected to
be slightly broader than the vc3(η) distribution, a feature
we also observe in the LHC data [10, 11].

V. COMPARISON WITH EVENT PLANE

RESULTS

Figures 11 and 12 show the flow harmonics for “type1”
and “type2” events, calculated with the three raw event
planes ΨB

n ,Ψ
M
n and ΨF

n defined in Fig. 3. The results are
compared with those obtained with Φ∗n in Figs. 6 and 7.
The EP results quantitatively agree with the PP results
in most cases, including the FB-asymmetry for “type2”
events. Small systematic deviations are observed for vcn
in η region where the event planes are defined, reflecting
a modest contribution from non-flow effects.
Similarly we also calculate the flow harmonics obtained

from the event planes and compare them with the PP
results for type3 and type4 events. Figures 13 and 14
show that the twist angles for ΨF

n,Ψ
B
n and ΨM

n approxi-
mately match those for Φ∗Fn , Φ∗Bn and Φ∗n, respectively.
However, several noticeable exceptions are observed for
3∆Φrot

3 (η) calculated with ΨF
3 and ΨB

3 . These exceptions
can be understood based on Eqs. 8-10: There are signif-
icant but unequal mixing between Φ∗Fn and Φ∗Bn in the
4 < ∣η∣ < 6 where ΨF

n and ΨB
n are calculated. The raw

EP angles ΨF
3 and ΨB

3 hence reflect the detailed inter-
play between the α(η)ǫ⃗F3 term and the (1−α(η))ǫ⃗B3 term
in Eq. 8.
For example, due to the dominance of ǫ⃗F3 implied by

the condition ǫF3 >> ǫ
B
3 for “type4” events, the values of

3∆Φrot
3 (η) should be similar between ΨF

3 and ΨM
3 . On
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FIG. 11: The vcn(η) obtained with the three raw event planes
(see Fig. 3) for the “type1” events. They are compared with
those obtained from the participant plane for all wounded
nucleons, Φ∗n, from Fig. 6.
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FIG. 12: The vcn(η) obtained with the three EPs for the
“type2” events. They are compared with those obtained
from the participant plane for all wounded nucleons, Φ∗n, from
Fig. 7.

the other hand, the ΨB
3 is controlled by both ǫ⃗F3 and ǫ⃗B3 ,

and hence the angle ΨB
3 can different significantly from

Φ∗B3 as shown in Fig. 14(b).

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

It is now commonly believed that the harmonic flow
in heavy-ion collisions are the result of hydrodynamic re-
sponse to the spatial fluctuations of the transverse den-
sity profile in the initial state. These spatial fluctuations
are often obtained from a Glauber model [42] or from a
more advanced implementation that consider the quan-
tum fluctuations of the participating nucleons and their
sub-nucleonic structures [32]. The eccentricity vectors

ǫ⃗n = ǫne
inΦ∗

n has been assumed to be applicable to a wide
rapidity range (boost invariant).
In this paper, we argue that since the shape of the par-

ticipants in the two colliding nuclei can fluctuate indepen-
dently, and that the energy deposition of each wounded
nucleon is biased in η along its direction of motion, the
shape of the produced fireball at early time should be a
strong function of η. The resulting eccentricity vector,
which seeds the hydrodynamic evolution, should also be
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FIG. 13: The twist angles obtained with the three EPs for
the “type3” events. They are compared with those obtained
from the three participant plane for all wounded nucleons,
Φ∗n, from Fig. 8.
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FIG. 14: The twist angles obtained with the three EPs for
the “type4” events. They are compared with those obtained
from the three participant plane for all wounded nucleons,
Φ∗n, from Fig. 9.

a strong function of η in both the magnitude and the

phase ǫ⃗totn (η) = ǫtotn (η)einΦ∗totn
(η). The ǫ⃗totn (η) should ap-

proximately interpolate between the eccentricity vectors
calculated separately for the two colliding nuclei: ǫ⃗Fn in
the far forward rapidity and ǫ⃗Bn in the far backward ra-
pidity. The vector ǫ⃗n is a good approximation for ǫ⃗totn (η)
only at around the mid-rapidity. Large event-by-event
fluctuations of ǫ⃗Fn and ǫ⃗Bn naturally produce a fireball
that is asymmetric in their shape (i.e. ǫFn ≠ ǫBn ) and/or
twisted in their orientations (Φ∗Fn ≠ Φ∗Bn ) between the
forward-going and backward-going directions. Such FB-
asymmetries are generic initial state long-range effects
that should be carried over to the final state for n = 2
and n = 3, as the collective responses are expected to
be linear for ellipticity and triangularity, v⃗2(η)∝ ǫ⃗tot2 (η)
and v⃗3(η)∝ ǫ⃗tot3 (η).
To find out weather these initial state effects can sur-

vive the collective expansion, the AMPT model is used.
This model has both the fluctuating initial geometry and
final state flow generated by parton transport. Events are
divided into several classes with different combinations of
the asymmetry in ǫFn − ǫBn and twist angle in Φ∗Fn −Φ∗Bn ,
and the flow harmonics are then calculated as a function
of η relative to the participant planes or raw event planes
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for each event class. The FB asymmetry and twist of the
eccentricity vectors in η are found to turn into similar
FB asymmetry and twist in the final state flow vector
v⃗n(η). The extracted asymmetry and twist are found to
be nearly independent of the reference plane angle used,
i.e. they are found to be the same among the three par-
ticipant planes (Φ∗Fn ,Φ∗Bn and Φ∗n) and three event planes
defined in different rapidity ranges. These observations
strongly imply that initial longitudinal fluctuations are
converted into similar longitudinal fluctuations in the fi-
nal state harmonic flow. This is also supported by a re-
cent full 3+1D ideal hydrodynamic calculation that use
the AMPT initial condition in Ref. [47, 51]. The calcula-
tion reveals strong event-plane decorrelation very similar
in detail to what was observed in full AMPT simulation.
If similar effects are observed in the data analysis, it

has the potential to greatly improve our understanding of
the space-time evolution of the heavy ion collisions. The
system would not be boost invariant event-by-event for
harmonic flow, even though the flow rapidity distribution
may appear boost-invariant when averaged over many
events. Similar violation of boost-invariance for particle
multiplicity has been suggested by previous experimental
analysis and theoretical investigations [23, 24], but the
boost-invariance effect for flow could be much bigger. In
fact if the η dependence of the flow fluctuations can be

measured, it could be used to constrain mechanisms for η-
dependence of particle production (for example the α(η)
and emission function fF/B(η) via Eq. 8).

If the event-plane decorrelations arising from these ini-
tial state effects are large, we expect a breaking of the
factorization of the flow harmonics for two-particle cor-
relation into the flow harmonics obtained from the sin-
gle particle distributions. Based on Figs. 2 (c)-(d), the
decorrelation effects are expected to be large for v2 in
central collisions, and larger for v3 across the full central-

ity range, where ǫ⃗
F/B
n are dominated by random fluctua-

tions. The decorrelations are also expected to be much
stronger in p+A collisions and asymmetric collisions such
as Cu+Au, and with very different rapidity dependence
from A+A collisions. Future experimental searches for
such long-range EbyE effects at RHIC and the LHC, us-
ing the event-shape selection [32, 33] and event-shape
twist [31] method, may provide new insights on the na-
ture of initial state fluctuations and their relation to the
dynamics of particle production in heavy ion collision.

We appreciate fruitful discussions with R. Lacey,
M.L. Zhou, S. Krishnan and N.N. Ajitanand. This re-
search is supported by NSF under grant number PHY-
1305037.
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Appendix A: Shift of the center-of-mass and its

influence on ellipticity

In this section, we show that the difference between

ǫ
F/B
2 and ǫ2 seen in Fig. 2(a) is mainly due to an offset
between the center-of-masses of the wounded nucleons
in the two nuclei. As illustrated in Fig. 15, the density

FIG. 15: Schematic illustration of the origin for the shift of the
center-of-mass between the two nuclei in the overlap region.

Due to the almond shape, ǫ⃗F/B2 strongly aligns with the r⃗
F/B
0 .

distribution of the wounded nucleons in each nucleus is
not uniform in the overlap region. This leads to a shift of
the center-of-mass towards the center of the each nucleus.
The shift vector r⃗0 = ⟨reiφ⟩ = r0e

iφ0 for the two nuclei
satisfy the following constraint:

NF
partr⃗

F
0 +N

B
partr⃗

B
0 = 0 (A1)

Since the energy profile of the fireball at pseudorapidity
η receives contributions from the two nuclei (Eq. 6), the
shift vector for the fireball should interpolate between r⃗B0
in the far backward rapidity to r⃗F0 in the very forward
rapidity,

r⃗0(η) ≡ r0(η)eiφ0
= α(η)r⃗F0 + (1 − α(η))r⃗B0

= (α(η)(1 + c) − c)r⃗F0 , (A2)

where c = NF
part/NB

part is a constant.

The elliptic eccentricity vector can be expressed as:

ǫ⃗2 = (⟨y2 − x2⟩⟨y2 + x2⟩ , i 4⟨xy⟩⟨y2 + x2⟩) (A3)

A small global shift of r⃗ → r⃗ + r⃗0(η) leads to a small
correction of eccentricity vector:

δǫ⃗2 ≈ −
r20(η)⟨r2⟩ (e2iφ0 + ǫ⃗2) (A4)

We can always chose the reference frame such that φ0 = 0
(by defining the x-axis along the impact parameter), and
the correction to the eccentricities of the two nuclei at η
is obtained from Eqs. A2 and A4:

δǫ⃗F2 ≈ −(1 + c)2(1 − α)2 (1 + ǫ⃗F2 ) (rF0 )
2

⟨r2⟩F (A5)

δǫ⃗B2 ≈ −(1 + c)2α2 (1 + ǫ⃗B2 ) (rF0 )
2

⟨r2⟩B (A6)
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FIG. 16: (a) The magnitude of the shift of the center-of-mass
of wound nucleons in one nucleus from center-of-mass of all
wound nucleons in the collisions. The bars represent the RMS
values of the shift for events with the same Npart. (b) The
ǫF2 − ǫ2 is compared with the estimate obtained form the shift
(Eq. A7).

From this we obtain the total correction to the eccentric-
ity vector at η:

δǫ⃗tot2 (η) = αδǫ⃗F2 + (1 − α)δǫ⃗B2
≈ −4α(1 − α) [1 + (1 − α)ǫ⃗F2 + αǫ⃗B2 ] (rF0 )

2
+ (rB0 )2⟨r2⟩F + ⟨r2⟩B

≈ −4α(1 − α)(rF0 )2 + (rB0 )2⟨r2⟩F + ⟨r2⟩B (A7)

where we have assumed c = 1 and rF0 ≈ rB0 and ⟨r2⟩F ≈⟨r2⟩B. This correction vanishes in forward and backward
region where α = 1 or 0 as expected, and its value at
mid-rapidity where α = 1/2 accounts for the differences

between ǫ
F/B
2 and ǫ2, i.e.:

ǫ2 ≈ ǫ
F/B
2 −

(rF0 )2 + (rB0 )2⟨r2⟩F + ⟨r2⟩B (A8)

We verified this relation explicitly using a monte-carlo
Glauber model simulation and the results for Pb+Pb
collisions at LHC energy are shown in Fig. 16. The
amount of shift, rF0 or rB0 , is centrality dependent and
reaches maximum of about 1.1 fm for mid-central colli-
sions. The calculated correction on the eccentricity in-

deed largely accounts for the difference between ǫ
F/B
2 and

ǫ2 (Fig. 16(b)).

Appendix B: Event plane resolution correction in

light of the forward-backward twist

The event-plane resolution correction is usually ob-
tained via two-subevents method or three-subevents
method [52] involving subevents A,B and C that do not
use the same particle (this discussion is also applicable

for the scalar-product method [53]):

Res2SE{kΨA
n} = √⟨cos∆ΨAB

n ⟩ (B1)

Res3SE{kΨA
n} =

¿ÁÁÀ⟨cos∆ΨAB
n ⟩ ⟨cos∆ΨAC

n ⟩⟨cos∆ΨBC
n ⟩ . (B2)

where k is integer multiple of n, and ∆ΨAB
n =

k (ΨA
n −ΨB

n) etc. The three subevents are usually se-
lected from different pseudorapidity ranges. In the two
subevents methods, the subevent A and B should have
identical resolution typically achieved by choosing them
from symmetric η regions. These formulas assume that
the true event plane angle in the three subevents are
the same i.e. ΦA

n = ΦB
n = ΦC

n , but clearly it is not the
case when the EP angle is twisted continuously along
the pseudorapidity.
Assuming the event planes for subevent A and B are

rotated relative to each other by δAB i.e. ∆ΨAB
n →

∆ΨAB
n + kδAB. Then we have:

⟨cos(∆ΨAB
n + kδAB)⟩ = ⟨cos∆ΨAB

n ⟩ coskδAB (B3)

The second term in the expansion drops out, since⟨sin∆ΨAB
n ⟩ = 0 when averaged over many events. The

rotation angle is a smoothly varying function of η and
δAC

= δAB + δBC. In this case, the resolution factor is
modified as

Res{kΨA
n} → Res{kΨA

n}√rk, (B4)

where correction factor rk are:

r2SEk = cos [kδAB] , r3SEk =

cos [kδAB] cos [kδAC]
cos [kδBC]

(B5)

for the two-subevents method and the three-subevents
method, respectively.
If the direction of the twists are the same for all events,

the sine and cosine component of the flow coefficients can
be calculated from Eq. 14, and we can then obtain the

vn as vn =
√(vcn)2 + (vsn)2. However, if the event class

is defined as all events in a given centrality range, then
the probabilities for positive and negative twist are the
same and the vsn cancels out. In order to include the
contribution from vsn, we should also correct for the twist
effect in the raw flow coefficients:

vn(η) = vc,rawn (η)
Res{nΨA

n}
→ vn(η) = vc,rawn (η)

Res{nΨA
n}

cos [nδ(η)]√
rn

.

(B6)

where cos [nδ(η)] account for the rotation of the true
event plane between the η of the particles and the η of
the subevent A. All the rotation angle here should be
treated as their root-mean-square values for the event
class.
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Experiments have used many different combinations of
the η ranges for the particles and subevents. Here we dis-
cuss a few common cases. Many analysis determine the
resolution using two-subevents methods where subevents
A and B are symmetric in η (for example the forward
counters [9, 54, 55] or the forward calorimeters [10, 11]).
The vc,rawn (η) is often calculated at mid-rapidity rela-
tive to either the combined event-plane (A+B) or the
event-plane from one-side (A or B). In the first case,

δ(η) ∼ 0 and the correction is simply 1/
√
cos [nδAB] ≈

1 + 1
4
(δAB)2; in the second case, δ(η) ∼ 0.5δAB and the

required correction is smaller, cos [nδ(η)] /
√
cos [nδAB] ≈

1 + 1
8
(δAB)2. This correction is expected to be small for

v2, but can be significant for v3 for which the decorrela-
tion effects are large.
The situation for three-subevent methods are more

complicated. But in general, subevents A and B should
be chosen to be close to each other in η, such that δAB

is small and δAC
≈ δBC. In this case, rn ≈ cos [nδAB] ≈

1. By choosing the subevent B to be in between the
subevent A and the particles used for the differential flow
measurement, one could reduce or even eliminate the cor-
relation in Eq. B6 all together. We emphasize that as
long as the far subevent C still have genuine long-range
correlations with subevents A and B, the three-subevents
method can still work. This is true even if the true event
plane in subevent C is opposite in phase from those for
subevents A and B.
In p+Pb and d+Au collisions where the decorrelation

effects are expected to be very large, the three-subevents
method has to be used. The subevents A and B should
be selected on the Pb-going or Au-going side, such that
they both are strongly aligned with ǫ⃗n of the Pb or Au.
The subevent C can be chosen near mid-rapidity or on
the proton-going side. As long as subevent C is not in
the proton fragmentation region, it should still be par-
tially correlated with eccentricity of the nucleus, and the
resolution correction for subevent A can be calculated
reliably.


